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Markets and
institutions



What is a market?

An institution used 
for organizing society

“A way of connecting people who may mutually 
benefit by exchanging goods or services 
through a process of buying and selling.”



Can markets be used to 
govern anything?

Firms? Governments?

Families?Nonprofits?



Neoliberalism

“an ideology that rests on the assumption 
that individualized, arms-length market 
exchange can serve as a metaphor for all 

forms of human interaction”
https://tompepinsky.com/2013/12/04/defining-neoliberalism/



Other institutions more 
effective and equitable

Repugnant markets

Arguments against markets



Stuff that shouldn’t be exchanged in a 
market because doing so violates norms

Organs Babies People Votes

Cadavers Horse meat

Repugnant markets



Other institutions more 
effective and equitable

Repugnant markets

Arguments against markets

Merit goods



Stuff that everyone should get automatically 
outside of markets because of norms

Education Security Healthcare

Transportation Culture

Merit goods



Other institutions more 
effective and equitable

Repugnant markets

Arguments against markets

Merit goods



Markets, trading, 
and prices



They are great at producing and 
distributing goods and services

They are great at allowing 
for specialization

Arguments for markets



Comparative advantage

Absolute advantage

Opportunity cost is lower than other party’s

Cost is lower for one party

Specialization and trade



Fairness though…

Both parties can do more; allows for more growth

Gains from trade

Expanded possibilities!



They are great at producing and 
distributing goods and services

They are great at allowing 
for specialization

Arguments for markets

Through prices, markets 
send signals about scarcity



“When markets work well, prices 
send messages about the real 

scarcity of goods and services”

Prices coordinate activity and behavior 
among complete strangers

Prices are messages



Friedrich Hayek

We all make decisions 
based on information

Markets produce prices

Prices guide our decisions

We don’t need to know about all global 
economic and political trends!

Prices are messages



Prices are all someone needs to know 
to take action in an economy



Prices shape what we consume

Prices shape production 
and innovation

McRibs, Extra Most Bestest, HFCS

Seasonal fruit; droughts, floods, wars

US Civil War and cotton

Messages of what?



How should 
prices be set?



What happens if prices are 
systematically wrong?



When prices do not 
capture the effects of 

individual actions, 
markets fail

Public goods Externalities Monopolies

Missing markets Asymmetric information



Governments 
in the economy



Only actor allowed to 
use legitimate force

Only actor with 
civil and human rights 

obligations to its citizens

Special features of governments



Maximize surplus
(efficiency)

Ensure fairness

Two possible goals



Governments can use public policy to 
fix inefficiency and unfairness 

Incentives
Regulation

Persuasion and information
Public provision

Yay governments



An organization with the 
power to address 

efficiency and fairness 
can also do great harm

But wait!



“With great power comes 
great responsibility”

Peter Parker’s Uncle Ben



Use of force to silence opponents

Rent seeking, oligarchy, and 
self-enrichment

Boo governments



Well-governed societies place 
limits on government power

Elections
Constitutional restrictions

Limits of governments



Democracy 
and factions



Rule of law

Civil liberties

Inclusive, free, and 
decisive elections

Three key democratic institutions



What makes these different?





Factions = bad
Fix factions by removing 

their causes…

…or minimizing 
their effects

Bigger republic = 
more competition = 

better



“Extend the sphere, and you take in a greater 
variety of parties and interests; you make it less 
probable that a majority of the whole will have a 
common motive to invade the rights of other 
citizens; or if such a common motive exists, it will 
be more difficult for all who feel it to discover their 
own strength, and to act in unison with each other.”



Constitutional system empowers 
minorities; provides veto points

Pre-Bill of Rights

Assumes multiparty system
Duverger’s law: plurality-rule elections + single-member districts = two parties

Problems with argument



https://historyshots.com/collections/political-financial

https://historyshots.com/collections/political-financial


Small factions/minorities have inordinate 
power in democracies because of the 

dynamics of small groups
CAVEAT: Minorities ≠ marginalized groups

Minorities with access to political 
system have inordinate power

Better term = interest groups



Small factions
and public goods



“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 
committed, citizens can change the world. 
Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

Margaret Mead

“[I]ndividual, unorganized action will either not be 
able to advance that common interest at all, or will 
not be able to advance that interest adequately”

Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action, p. 7

Why do we need factions?



Have you ever contributed to or 
volunteered in a national 

political campaign?

How much did you benefit personally from that 
donation or from the outcome?

Why did you donate or volunteer?

How much did the group 
benefit from your work?



Individual gains in large 
groups are essentially zero

Why would a rational, self-interested person 
donate to a national campaign or join a union 

or support activist causes?



“The achievement of any common goal or the 
satisfaction of any common interest means 
that a public or collective good has been 
provided for that group”

Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action, p. 15

Free riding!

Group interests = public goods



Have you ever contributed to 
a city-level (or lower!) 

political campaign?

Have you tackled a single 
issue with a city council?



You get individual benefits if you 
believe your individual actions will 

lead to actual change
Small groups can harness this

Little free riding = more power (Madison was right!)

Benefits can be excludable



How do large groups 
stop free riding?



Federation
Make big group feel small

Coercion
Increase the costs of not acting

Selective incentives
Increase the benefits of acting

https://benefits.nra.org/

Change individual calculus

https://benefits.nra.org/


Small groups can be too powerful

oh no

The larger the group, the less it 
will further common interests

Madison’s solution = use big groups

Moral of the story



Narrow special interests and passionate small 
groups exert enormous influence on policy

Large groups of concerned citizens (even 
if passionate!) are stuck with free riders

Concentrated interest groups 
vs. large latent groups



What does this mean for democracy?

What does this mean for public 
administration and policy?

Is it okay that small groups 
wield substantial power?

What can we do about it? 
(or should we do anything about it?)



Government 
failure



Market failure

Government failure

Prices don’t reflect individual actions

Failure of political accountability

Failures



“With great ability comes great accountability”
Miles Morales’s father, Jefferson Davis 



Economic infeasibility

Administrative infeasibility

Political infeasibility

Failure of government accountability

Government failures



Public policy must be a Nash 
equilibrium to be successful

Economic infeasibility

Way more on this in 

the next few sessions!



Limited information

Limited capacity
(This is why you’re here!)

A policy might be adopted if there’s 
not enough state capacity

Administrative feasibility



A policy might not be adopted even if it’s 
great and there’s sufficient state capacity

Short-termism

Voting

Unequal access

Political feasibility



Short-termism
Implement policies that get 

you elected next cycle

Political feasibility



Unequal access
The rich can have 

a louder voice

Smaller groups can 
have a louder voice

Political feasibility







Lobbyists











Who are politicians responsive to?





Anil CarlosBala

Voting



Condorcet paradox

Pizza > Burger

Vote intransitivity

Burger > Soup Soup > Pizza

Voting



Order of voting matters!

Speaker of the House 
(or whoever’s in charge of the agenda) 

could theoretically 
guarantee any outcome

Voting


